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ABSTRACT: The thermodynamic effect of downdrafts on the boundary layer and nearby updrafts are explored

in idealized simulations of category-3 and category-5 tropical cyclones (TCs) (Ideal3 and Ideal5). In Ideal5,

downdrafts underneath the eyewall pose no negative thermodynamic influence because of eye–eyewall mixing

below 2-km altitude. Additionally, a layer of higher ue between 1- and 2-km altitude associated with low-level

outflow that extends 40 km outward from the eyewall region creates a ‘‘thermodynamic shield’’ that prevents

negative effects from downdrafts. In Ideal3, parcel trajectories from downdrafts directly underneath the eyewall

reveal that low-ue air initially moves radially inward allowing for some recovery in the eye, but still enters eyewall

updrafts with a mean ue deficit of 5.2 K. Parcels originating in low-level downdrafts often stay below 400 m for

over an hour and increase their ue by 10–14 K, showing that air–sea enthalpy fluxes cause sufficient energetic

recovery. The most thermodynamically unfavorable downdrafts occur ;5 km radially outward from an updraft

and transport low-ue midtropospheric air toward the inflow layer. Here, the low-ue air entrains into the updraft

in less than 5 min with a mean ue deficit of 8.2 K. In general, ue recovery is a function of minimum parcel altitude

such that downdrafts with the most negative influence are those entrained into the top of the inflow layer. With

both simulated TCs exposed to environmental vertical wind shear, this study underscores that storm struc-

ture and individual downdraft characteristics must be considered when discussing paradigms for TC intensity

evolution.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: It is known that downdrafts transport cool and dry air into the hurricane

boundary layer, where it can enter the eyewall and weaken the storm. Simulated hurricanes are used to understand

how the effects of individual downdrafts are related to their location within the storm and the hurricane’s structure.

Downdrafts near the upper part of the boundary layer have the greatest weakening effect, while downdrafts that

reach the surface are mitigated by energy transferred from the ocean. Additionally, when warm and moist air is

transported away from the eyewall aloft, it shields the boundary layer from unfavorable downdraft air, mitigating

its effect. The results highlight the importance of storm structure and air–sea interactions for understanding how

downdrafts influence hurricane intensity.
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1. Introduction

The multiscale problem of understanding tropical cyclone

(TC) intensity change still challenges researchers and oper-

ational meteorologists (e.g., Marks and Shay 1998; Rogers

et al. 2006, 2013a; DeMaria et al. 2014, 2021; Cangialosi et al.

2020; Trabing and Bell 2020; Zawislak et al. 2021). Recent

initiatives to address this issue have focused on the kinematic

and thermodynamic influence of deep layer environmental

wind shear (defined as difference in environmental winds

between 200 and 850 hPa) on vortex structure. One emerging

paradigm is that ventilation, the mixing of dry environmental

air into the TC circulation, is one of the main mechanisms for

environmental wind shear to influence TC intensity (e.g.,

Riemer et al. 2010, 2013; Tang and Emanuel 2010, 2012; Ge

et al. 2013; Molinari et al. 2013; Alland et al. 2017, 2021a,b;

Colomb et al. 2019). However, the pathways by which dry air

entrains into updrafts and weaken TCs have not been defin-

itively established. The goal of this paper is to show these

pathways explicitly.

In a sheared TC, the tilt of the vortex leads to the en-

trainment of dry midtropospheric environmental air into

the circulation, which can influence the inner core through

low-level and midlevel ventilation. In midlevel ventila-

tion, the dry midtropospheric air can directly mix with the

eyewall, effectively weakening the efficiency of the TC

heat engine (Tang and Emanuel 2010, 2012). In low-level

ventilation, the dry midtropospheric air is transported to

the boundary layer via downdrafts. Low-level ventilation

was a prevailing process in two recent modeling studies

by Riemer et al. (2010, 2013), which diagnosed that when

a mature TC is exposed to shear, downdrafts under-

neath quasi-persistent rainbands outside the eyewall reg-

ion transport low-moist-entropy (ue; also referred to as

equivalent potential temperature) air to the inflow layer. AsCorresponding author: JoshuaB.Wadler, joshua.wadler@noaa.gov
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with midlevel ventilation, low-ue air in the inflow layer can

entrain into the eyewall updrafts and decrease the efficiency

of the TC heat engine.

With convective downdrafts in TCs being widely studied

using observations (e.g., Barnes et al. 1983; Powell 1990;

Barnes and Powell 1995; Didlake and Houze 2009, 2013;

Cione et al. 2000, 2013; Eastin et al. 2012; Barnes and

Dolling 2013; Molinari et al. 2013; Dolling and Barnes 2014;

Zhang et al. 2017; Nguyen et al. 2019), recent efforts have

tried to further understand their thermodynamic impact on

the boundary layer. Molinari et al. (2013) used flight-level

data and dropsondes in Tropical Storm Edouard (2002)

to confirm the existence of convective downdrafts and co-

incident 4–6-K-lower ue than that observed after the

boundary layer recovery process. Rogers et al. (2016) and

Zawislak et al. (2016) studied the evolution of Hurricane

Edouard (2014) and found that in the period prior to in-

tensification, broad subsidence upshear dried the midlevels

and limited the amount of precipitation. In a study of

Tropical Cyclones Bertha and Cristobal (2014), Nguyen

et al. (2017) found that after lateral advection into the up-

shear quadrants, dry environmental air interacted with

moist convection leading to mesoscale and convective

downdrafts into the boundary layer. With a new technique

of collocating profiles of thermodynamic observations ob-

tained from dropsondes with kinematic observations ob-

tained from pseudo-dual-Doppler radar observations on

the NOAAWP-3D (P-3), Wadler et al. (2018a) showed that

in Hurricane Earl (2010), strong convective downdrafts

(i.e., .2m s21) in the eyewall contained ue values that were

similar to other boundary layer ue values at that radius

where no downdraft was observed. The downdrafts with the

most detrimental thermodynamic characteristics were

broad mesoscale downdrafts in the upshear-left (USL)

quadrant that were not associated with deep convection.

To the authors’ knowledge, no numerical study has linked

downdraft characteristics (e.g., strength, storm-relative lo-

cation) to the thermodynamic impact they have on the

boundary layer and nearby updrafts.

When downdrafts transport low-ue air to the boundary

layer, there is a chance for ue recovery. In the Molinari

et al. (2013) and Wadler et al. (2018a) case studies, as well

as a case study of Hurricane Edouard (2014) by Zhang

et al. (2017), bulk boundary layer recovery calculations

(i.e., a single layer boundary layer model) suggested that,

in intensifying storms, the boundary layer was able to re-

cover from low-ue air via the air–sea enthalpy fluxes by the

time parcels traversed from the USL to the downshear-

right (DSR) quadrants. The amount of recovery in each

case is related to the upper-ocean thermal and salinity

structure, which plays a critical role in determining the

magnitude of the air-sea enthalpy fluxes (e.g., Shay et al.

2000; Jaimes and Shay 2009, 2010; Jaimes et al. 2015;

Rudzin et al. 2018, 2019; Hlywiak and Nolan 2019; Balaguru

et al. 2020).

While observational studies are useful for diagnos-

ing downdraft thermodynamic characteristics and subse-

quent boundary layer recovery of downdraft-induced

low-ue air, they are limited by sparse measurements from

dropsondes (a single profile of temperature, humidity,

wind speed, and wind direction) and lack of temporal

continuity (i.e., 12 h between aircraft missions). This

study uses idealized simulations of mature TCs to further

explore the low-level ventilation paradigm presented by

Riemer et al. (2010) by investigating what factors influ-

ence the thermodynamic characteristics of downdrafts

and what implications individual downdrafts have on the

boundary layer and nearby updrafts. The specific objec-

tives of the paper are to

FIG. 1. The 10-m maximum wind speed based on hourly output

from the Ideal3 and Ideal5 simulations. The solid vertical lines

represent the start and end times of the restart simulation used for

obtaining data at 2-min outputs. The horizontal dashed lines rep-

resent categories (labeled on the right) on the Saffir–Simpson in-

tensity scale.

TABLE 1. A list of the parameterizations and the domains they are applied on in both the Ideal3 and Ideal5 simulations.

Parameterization Option Domains

Boundary layer Yonsei University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003; Hong et al. 2006) All

Microphysics WRF double-moment 6-class (WDM6; Lim and Hong 2010) All

Radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Iacono et al. 2008) All

Convective Tiedtke (Tiedtke 1989; Zhang et al. 2011) 27-km domain only

Ocean 1D Pollard–Rhines–Thompson (Pollard et al. 1973) All
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1) characterize the thermodynamic characteristics of convec-

tive downdrafts in relation to TC intensity, storm structure,

and storm-relative location;

2) explore, using Lagrangian parcel trajectories, the extent

to which thermodynamically unfavorable air in down-

drafts at different storm-relative locations enters the

boundary layer and negatively influences eyewall up-

drafts; and

3) further quantify the role of air–sea enthalpy fluxes in the

boundary layer recovery process.

2. Data and methodology

a. Description of simulations

This study utilizes two idealized TC simulations created

using the Advanced Research version of the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW; hereafter WRF)

Model version 3.9.1.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008). The simula-

tions were designed to produce a broad TC of category-3 (on

the Saffir–Simpson scale) intensity (called Ideal3) and a

compact TC of category-5 intensity (called Ideal5). Utilizing

TABLE 2. A list of selected environmental variables, domain sizes, and output intervals for the Ideal3 and Ideal5 simulations.

Simulation Domain

Domain sizes (integration

time step) Output (high temporal) Initial vortex Environmental winds

Ideal3 Zonal channel

at 208N
(f 5 5.0 3
1025 s21)

27 km: 240 3 180 (60 s) Hourly output for 8 days (2-

min output from day 6 for

hour 12 though hour 20)

15m s21 low-

level vortex

5m s21 surface easterly flow

varying sinusoidally

between 850 and

200 hPa with

10m s21 shear

9 km: 180 3 180 (30 s)

3 km: 360 3 360 (10 s)

1 km: 480 3 480 (5 s)

Ideal5 Zonal channel

at 158N
(f 5 3.77 3
1025 s21)

27 km: 240 3 180 (60 s) Hourly output for 8 days (2-

min output from day 6 for

hour 12 though hour 20)

10m s21

midlevel

vortex

5m s21 surface easterly flow

varying sinusoidally

between 850 and

200 hPa with

5m s21 shear

9 km: 180 3 180 (30 s)

3 km: 360 3 360 (10 s)

1 km: 480 3 480 (5 s)

FIG. 2. Quadrant-averaged, relative to environmental wind shear, ue (shaded), radial wind (magenta, dashed 5
inflow and solid5 outflow), and vertical velocity (black, dashed5 downward motion and solid5 upward motion)

for the (a) upshear-left, (b) downshear-left, (c) upshear-right, and (d) downshear-right quadrants at hour 15 of day 6

of the Ideal3 simulation. Contour interval is 3 K for ue, 5 m s21 for radial wind, and 1m s21 for vertical velocity. Note

that there is no zero contour for radial wind and vertical velocity. The shear direction andmagnitude is noted in the

middle right of the figure.
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TCs of different size and intensity allows us to examine how

storm-scale structural differences influence the effect of

downdrafts on the TC boundary layer. These simulations

are initially integrated for 8 days with hourly output (Fig. 1)

and are updated versions of the Ideal3 and Ideal5 simula-

tions presented in Klotz and Nolan (2019), except withWRF

updated from version 3.4.1 to 3.9.1.1.

Both simulations are in large zonally periodic channels

with four nested domains (innermost three are vortex-

following; grid spacing in Table 2) and 60 vertical levels

between the surface and 20-km altitude (lowest level is

;42 m). The physical parameterizations are the same as the

Hurricane Nature Run (Nolan et al. 2013; summarized in

Table 1). They are also both initialized with the Dunion

(2011) moist-tropical sounding at the center of the domain.

The main difference between the two simulations is the

environmental setup. The temperature from the sounding is

varied meridionally to balance the zonal wind shear, which

is 5 m s21 in Ideal5 and 10 m s21 in Ideal3. The specific hu-

midity is also varied meridionally to maintain a constant

relative humidity at each height. The shear is held constant

throughout the simulations through nudging of the wind,

temperature, and moisture fields on the outermost domain,

which also keeps the meridionally varying soundings close to

their initial values (except near and within the simulated

TCs). In Ideal5, the midlevel specific humidity is reduced by

an additional 10% from the moist-tropical sounding to re-

duce the size of the resulting TC. The sea surface tempera-

ture (SST) at the center of the domain is 298C in Ideal5 and

278C in Ideal3, each also varying meridionally (0.228C in

Ideal5 and 0.718C in Ideal3 in the innermost domain) to

match the atmospheric temperature variations at 5-km

altitude in their respective simulations. A further descrip-

tion of the differences in the initial conditions and domains is

given in Table 2.

It is worth noting that shear magnitude, environmental

sounding, and SST are different for each simulation because

each is designed to produce archetypes of major hurricanes,

which can also be parts of the life cycle of the same hurri-

cane. Since the goal of this study is to assess how the dif-

ferences in storm structure and intensity influence the

thermodynamic properties of downdrafts and their effect

on the TC boundary layer, the differences between the

simulations should not be attributed to any single environ-

mental characteristic.

b. High-temporal-resolution output and Lagrangian

trajectories

The Ideal3 simulation undergoes steady intensification for

the first 140 h of the simulation, reaching a peak intensity of

;55m s21 before gradually weakening (Fig. 1). The Ideal5

simulation undergoes steady intensification for the first 70 h,

reaching an intensity of ;30m s21, before undergoing rapid

intensification and reaching peak intensity near ;70m s21 at

135 h into the simulation. The weakening after peak intensity

in both simulations is due to secondary eyewall formations

(not shown).

With the objective of studying the time evolution of

downdrafts and using Lagrangian parcel trajectories to

determine how air embedded in downdrafts influences the

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the Ideal5 simulation.
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storm structure, we performed model restarts to obtain

output files every 2 min for 8 h. In both simulations, the

high-frequency output was produced between hours 12 and

20 on day 6 (hours 132–140 of the simulations; outlined in

Fig. 1) which was near peak intensity for each simulation.

Unfortunately, the numerical evolutions of the restart

simulations did not exactly match the originals, which is a

known issue with the WRF Model when using vortex-

following nested grids. However, in both cases the simu-

lated TCs remained very close to the intensity and structure

of the original TCs over the relatively short 8-h integration

times (not shown). Unless noted, all of the trajectories and

analysis in this manuscript are from the restart simulations

with high-frequency output.

Before starting the parcel trajectories, each model output

time was mapped to the same latitude and longitude grid

to eliminate the movement of the vortex-following nests.

Following Onderlinde and Nolan (2016), the trajectories are

created using the predictor–corrector (also known as mod-

ified Euler) methodology which updates (or ‘‘corrects’’) a

parcel’s location and heading between each iterative step.

Once a parcel is initiated, a local grid is created between the

initial output time and the next model output 2 min later and

includes all vertical levels, but is 20 km in each horizontal

direction from the parcel’s initial location. The local grid is

interpolated in both space and time based on the number of

corrector time steps. In this study, the corrector time step is

3 s, meaning that between the 2-min output files there were

40 interpolated fields.

The wind components are interpolated to the parcel’s

location and used as a predictor for the parcel’s future lo-

cation. Once the parcel is integrated forward 3 s to the

predicted location, three new velocity components are

computed based on the parcel’s predicted latitude, longi-

tude, and altitude. The velocity components at the predicted

location are averaged with the initial velocity components to

‘‘correct’’ the trajectory. The averaged velocity components

are then used for actually integrating the parcel forward 3 s

from its initial location. Thus, for every 3 s of the trajecto-

ries, the parcel is integrated forward based on the initial

(predictor) velocity field, the predictor velocity is corrected

based on averaging the predictor and final velocity compo-

nents from the 3-s integration, and the corrected velocity is

used to actually update the parcel’s latitude, longitude, and

altitude from its initial location. Along the trajectory,

thermodynamic data are saved using the same interpolation

mechanism.

Two sets of trajectories are computed in this study: those

initiated directly into downdrafts, and those initiated in

an annulus around the storm. For trajectories initiated

in downdrafts, parcels are initiated at locations at a fixed

azimuth angle and inside the 21 m s21 vertical velocity

contour. The number of trajectories per downdraft de-

pended on the size of the downdraft, but varied between

41 and 122. With the goal of using these trajectories to

diagnose how downdraft characteristics (e.g., storm-relative

location, altitude, location relative to closest updraft)

are related to their effect on the boundary layer, those

described in the manuscript demonstrate properties that

were observed in many other downdrafts with similar

characteristics.

The second set of trajectories were initiated for parcels in

an annulus on hour 15 of day 6 (same time as the downdrafts;

described in section 3a) of the Ideal3 simulation, and are used

to objectively verify the effects of individual downdrafts

found in Ideal3. The annulus of parcels ranges between 62-

and 122-km radius [0.75 and 2 times the 2-km radius of

maximum wind (RMW) speed] and between 500-m and 6-km

altitude. Parcels are initialized with a grid spacing of 1 km

(radially) and 28 (azimuthally), leading to 206 460 parcels. All

the trajectories in the annulus were initially integrated for-

ward for 1 h. The parcels identified as entering a convective

downdraft during the first hour, defined as being below 5-km

FIG. 4. (a) The 50-m-altitude ue at hour 15 of day 6 of the

Ideal3 simulation. The black arrow represents the shear vector

while the shear-relative quadrants are outlined. The magenta

range rings represent 13RMW and 23RMW at 2-km altitude.

(b) As in (a), but for the Ideal5 simulation. An inflow trajectory

is outlined in (a) with red streamlines. The contour interval in

both plots is 2 K.
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altitude and having a 21m s21 vertical velocity for over 5 con-

tinuous minutes (9095 trajectories), were integrated forward for a

second hour.

3. Results

a. Generalized storm structure

All the downdrafts identified in this study occur between

hours 15 and 16 on day 6 (3 h into restart) of the simulations

to allow time for forward and backward parcel trajectories.

Since convective downdrafts typically form and decay within

10–20 min, many of the downdraft signatures were most

pronounced at different times of each hour. For brevity,

hereafter the downdrafts are only referred to by the hour

they occur. The quadrant-averaged radius–height storm

structure relative to environmental wind shear on day 6,

hour 15 for Ideal3 and Ideal5 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

respectively. In Ideal3, the strongest eyewall vertical ve-

locities are left of shear, with quadrant-averaged

vertical velocities exceeding 2–3 m s21 in the eyewall re-

gion. The left-of-shear quadrants also have the strongest

and deepest inflow layers, with inward radial wind speeds

exceeding 20 m s21. Outflow layers are present above the

inflow layer at ;1-km altitude in the right-of-shear quad-

rants. Below 2-km altitude of the eyewall region (60–80-

km radius), the ue (calculated using the method of Bolton

1980) is highest in the downshear-left (DSL) quadrant

(between 350 and 359 K with a mean of 355.2 K) and lowest

in the upshear-right (USR) quadrant (between 342 and 353K,

with a mean of 346.5K).

The storm structure in the Ideal5 simulation (Fig. 3) is

more symmetric than in Ideal3. Quadrant-averaged verti-

cal velocities in the eyewall region exceed 4m s21 in all quad-

rants, and each quadrant contains inflow throughout the

lowest 1 km. There is an outflow layer immediately above

the inflow layer in the DSR quadrant. Unsurprisingly,

with higher SSTs across the domain, the ue values in the

boundary layer of Ideal5 are greater than those in Ideal3.

Between 20- and 80-km radius of all quadrants, a region

FIG. 5. (a) Radial cross section of a convective downdraft underneath the eyewall in Ideal5, (b)–(d) 1-h

trajectories for 41 parcels of ue, altitude, and storm-relative horizontal location, for parcels initiated in

the convective downdraft. The color of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: h0 # 1000 m; red:

1000 , h0 # 1350 m; green: 1350 , h0 # 1700 m; and black: h0 . 1700 m. In (a), initial parcel locations are

noted by magenta 3 symbols while the contour interval is 3 K for ue (shaded), 5 m s21 for radial wind (gray,

dashed5 inflow and solid5 outflow), and 1 m s21 for vertical velocity (black, dashed5 downward motion and

solid 5 upward motion). Note that there is no zero contour for radial wind and vertical velocity. In (d), the

shear-relative quadrants are outlined.
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between 1- and 2-km altitude is characterized by quadrant-

averaged ue values between 350 and 357K, which are rela-

tively high values for those altitudes and are only slightly

reduced compared to the inflow layer below. This layer of

higher-ue air results in the vertical confinement of the region

of low midtropospheric ue air in Ideal 5 (between 2- and 5-km

altitude), which plays a critical role in determining the effects

of downdrafts on the boundary layer thermodynamic struc-

ture [discussed in section 3b(2)].

At 50-m altitude, the lowest level to which we can in-

terpolate, the ue outside of the eye in Ideal5 (Fig. 4b)

is more azimuthally uniform than Ideal3 (Fig. 4a). In

Ideal3, there are localized areas of relatively low-ue air

(i.e., ,350 K) along an inflow trajectory from the DSR to

USL quadrant (indicated by red streamlines in Fig. 4a).

These areas of low-ue air reach inward to ;40-km radius in

the USR quadrant, mixing with air in the low-level eye.

Additionally, there is a broader-scale distribution of low-ue
air in the USL and USR quadrants from ;100- to 200-km

radius (only shown to 150 km). The source of these low-entropy

regions is discussed throughout section 3b. In contrast to the

distribution in Ideal3, the 50-m ue in Ideal5 shows relatively

small variations and no identifiable inflow trajectory of low-ue
air that reaches the eyewall region. Within 2 times the RMW,

the ue is uniformly above 357K.

b. Development and evolution of downdrafts

1) DOWNDRAFTS IN THE EYEWALL REGION

The thermodynamic effects of convective downdrafts

underneath the eyewall depend on storm structure. A ra-

dial cross section of the eyewall in the DSL quadrant of the

Ideal5 simulation (Fig. 5a) shows ue values exceeding

360 K from the surface layer to above 6-km altitude within

the eyewall. The presence of outflow (solid gray contours)

inside the eyewall below 2-km altitude indicates that the

high-ue air in the eyewall updraft originated in (or at least

passed through) the low-level eye which is often referred

to as a reservoir of high-ue air (i.e., Cram et al. 2007;

Barnes and Fuentes 2010; Dolling and Barnes 2012). A

downdraft with peak downward vertical velocities greater

than 3 m s21 (maximized at 1.5-km altitude) is in the re-

gion of low-level outflow. In the Ideal5 simulation, this

signature was observed in many eyewall downdrafts, es-

pecially downshear. Forward trajectories from 41 parcels

that originate in this downdraft (Figs. 5b–d) show that

the ue of parcels generally decreased by ;2 K over the

first 0.1 h after being advected just outside the eyewall

(and the downdraft) by outflow. However, the parcels

quickly recovered and by 0.15 h most were back to their

original ue values. By 0.5 h, parcels already traveled

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for 88 parcel trajectories integrated over 2 h that were initially in a downdraft underneath

the eyewall in Ideal3. The color of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: h0 # 500m; red: 500 , h0 #

1000m; green: 1000 , h0 # 1500m; and black: h0 . 1500m.
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half a circumnavigation of the eyewall, with most parcels

above 5 km, and some above 10-km altitude. The parcels

that were above 10-km altitude tended to be those that

were initiated above 1700 m (the black lines). With all

parcels that enter the eyewall from the downdraft having

ue values above 361 K (Fig. 5b), and air originally within

the eyewall having mean ue value of 359.4 K (range of

352.5–365.9 K) for all grid points with vertical velocities

greater than 5 m s21, this type of downdraft presents

no negative thermodynamic influence to the eyewall or

boundary layer.

In contrast to the eyewall region downdraft in Ideal5, a

downdraft in the eyewall region of the USL quadrant in

Ideal3 is characterized by ue values between 346 and 349 K

(Figs. 6a,b). This downdraft presents a potentially nega-

tive influence on the boundary layer entropy and eyewall

updraft (defined throughout this manuscript as leading

to a ue reduction of 1 K or greater) which has ue values

ranging between 345.8 and 366.1 K for grid points within

the 4 m s21 contour (Fig. 6a). In Ideal3, the largest hori-

zontal gradient of ue in the midlevels (i.e., 2–5-km alti-

tude) is near the outer edge of the eyewall. Thus, any

downdraft radially outward of the eyewall can transport

low entropy air to the inflow layer where, because of its

proximity, can quickly move radially inward and enter the

base of eyewall updrafts.

Forward trajectories from 88 parcels in the eyewall

downdraft of Ideal3 show two distinct pathways (Figs. 6b–

d). Parcels initiated below 1000-m altitude (blue and red

lines) generally remained in the downdraft for ;0.1 h, be-

fore increasing in altitude to between 750 and 1250 m by the

end of the first hour of the trajectory. Parcels initiated

above 1000 m (green and black lines) generally had initially

lower ue values (;346–348 K compared to 348–349 K for

those below), and remained in the downdraft for;0.4 h. All

the parcels from this downdraft traveled to the DSR

quadrant by the end of the first hour integration and none of

them ascended above 5.0-km altitude. Subjective forward

tracking of the minimum ue at 400-m altitude confirms that

air within the downdraft traveled radially inward below the

base of eyewall updrafts (not shown). At ;1.2 h into the

trajectories, a cluster of parcels entered eyewall updrafts

and, by 1.6 h, those parcels traveled above 3 km and had a

mean ue of 349.5 K (ranging from 347.6 to 350.9 K). This is a

significant reduction to the initial eyewall updraft, which

had mean ue of 353.0 and 354.7 K for grid points with pos-

itive vertical velocity values above 2 and 4 m s21, respec-

tively (Fig. 6a). Of the parcels that entered the updraft,

81% experienced vertical velocity values greater than

2 m s21 during this time, meaning they were not only sam-

pling the updraft periphery and that this is a fair compari-

son with initial eyewall ue values. Thus, in Ideal3, parcels

initially in the downdraft were not able to fully recover and

had a 4–7-K deficit in ue compared to initial eyewall values

(mean deficit of 5.2 K compared to air within to 4 m s21

upward vertical velocity contour in the initial updraft) even

though they initially passed underneath and radially inward

of the eyewall.

Unlike the eyewall downdraft in Ideal5, the parcels from

the downdraft in Fig. 6 were too far away from the storm

center to mix with the reservoir of high-ue values in the eye.

Given the broad circulation, this was found to be the case in

many eyewall downdraft trajectories sections in Ideal3 (not

shown) and in the trajectories initiated in the annulus

(Fig. 7). Out of the 9095 trajectories that entered down-

drafts, 81 followed a similar trajectory to the downdraft

described in Fig. 6 by starting outside the RMW, traveling

below 1500-m altitude (the approximate base of eyewall

updrafts), and reaching inside of 0.8 times the RMW. For

FIG. 7. Statistics for parcels that enter a downdraft radially

outward of the RMW and travel radially inward of 0.8 3
RMW below the eyewall (1500-m altitude) of the Ideal3

simulation. (a) Comparison of the initial ue of parcels as they

enter the downdraft with the change in ue over a 1-h trajec-

tory. (b) Comparison of the initial ue deficit of parcels (ue
value at peak upward velocity of closest updraft 2 initial ue of

parcel) with the change in parcel ue value over a 1-h trajec-

tory. In both panels the zero change in ue is outlined, the black

dashed line is the line of best fit, and the r value in the bottom

right of each panel is the Pearson correlation coefficient. In

(b) a 1:1 line is also outlined in solid black.
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each of those parcels, we identified the strongest updraft

within 15-km radius and at the same azimuth as the down-

draft (for consistency with the cross sections) at the time they

entered a downdraft. One hour after the parcels entered a

downdraft and traveled radially inwards of the eyewall, 72 of

the 81 trajectories (89%) demonstrated increased ue values

(Fig. 7a). The change in ue was negatively correlated

(r520.73) with the initial parcel ue values. This is consistent

with the results presented in Cram et al. (2007), which

showed that many trajectories initiated in the inflow layer

travel inwards, underneath the eyewall, and then increase

their ue values in the eye before entraining into eyewall up-

drafts. However, after the 1 h of integration, 55 of the tra-

jectories (68%) still had ue values lower than those initially in

the updraft (Fig. 7b; mean final ue deficit is 2.0 K), signifying

that a majority of parcels did not increase their ue values

significantly enough to avoid being thermodynamically un-

favorable to eyewall updrafts.

2) FAVORABLE CONVECTIVE DOWNDRAFTS AWAY

FROM EYEWALL

In Ideal5, there is a layer of relatively high-ue air in all

quadrants approximately between 1- and 2-km altitude and

between 40- and 80-km radius (Fig. 3). Though not nec-

essarily at the same altitude, the increased ue above the

near-surface layer is similar to what was observed in

Hurricanes Bonnie (1998), Mitch (1998), and Humberto

(2001) from individual dropsondes released from the

NOAA P-3 aircraft (Barnes 2008) and in Hurricane

Michael (2018) from dropsondes released by the NOAA

G-IV aircraft (Wadler et al. 2021). In Barnes (2008), the

increase in midlevel ue was attributed to outflow above the

inflow layer that originated in the eyewall region (what

Barnes called differential advection). With an outflow

layer above the boundary layer inflow previously identi-

fied in composite studies of TC structure in shear (Reasor

et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; DeHart et al. 2014) and in

numerical simulations (Zhang et al. 2000, 2001; Nolan

et al. 2009, 2013; Moon and Nolan 2015; Li and Dai 2020),

Wadler et al. (2021) showed how the enhanced secondary

circulation in the downshear quadrants can lead to high

midlevel ue values throughout that region. By transporting

high-ue air away from the eyewall, this process can lead

to an area of convective stability in the upper bound-

ary layer which shields the boundary layer from low-ue
midtropospheric air and allows for rapid energy

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, but for 56 parcel trajectories integrated over 1 h that were initially in a convective

downdraft characterized by the favorable midtropospheric thermodynamic environment in Ideal5. The color

of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: h0 # 1000 m; red: 1000, h0 # 1500 m; green: 1500, h0 #

2000 m; and black: h0 . 2000 m. The circled parcels in (c) are the ones that enter eyewall updrafts later in the

trajectory integration.
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increases in the inflow layer due to air–sea enthalpy fluxes

(Hawkins and Imbembo 1976; Rotunno and Emanuel

1987; Barnes and Powell 1995; Wang et al. 2001; Wroe and

Barnes 2003).

A cross section through a convective downdraft (Fig. 8a)

in the USL quadrant of Ideal5 reveals how this high-ue layer

reduces the amount of ue recovery needed for downdrafts.

The background ue in the outflow layer (average between

60–70-km radius and between 1- and 2-km altitude) is

354.9 K, which is virtually the same as the average ue of

354.8 K in the layer below (averaged between 60- and 70-

km radius and between 0.1- and 1-km altitude). Forward

trajectories from 56 parcels that originate in the downdraft

(with average initial ue of 352.8 K) reveal that by the end of

the first hour, 47 of the parcels have ue values between 350

and 355 K and remain below 2500-m altitude. However, a

parcel originally in this downdraft descended to as low as

145-m altitude at 0.7 h. For the five parcels that remain

below 300-m altitude between 0.5 and 0.7 h (circled near

0.7 h in Fig. 8c), the average increase in ue over that time is

2.50 K (12.5 K h21 heating rate). These parcels were initi-

ated in the high-ue region near the top of the inflow layer,

spiraled inward (Fig. 8d), and reached eyewall updrafts by

1.1 h into the trajectories with ue values of between 363 and

367 K (only up to 1 h shown), comparable to values in the

eyewall shown in Figs. 3 and 5.

Since the amount of ue recovery needed to reach eyewall

values was reduced because these parcels were initiated

with relatively high-ue values, the high-ue region above the

boundary layer leads to an easier and more efficient path-

way for recovery. Similar pathways were found in down-

drafts initiated in the high-ue layer from other quadrants

(not shown). In addition to requiring less recovery due to

initially high-ue values, the enhanced convective stability in

the high-ue region also led to a reduction of the vertical

displacement of parcels. The mean vertical displacement of

parcels while they were in the downdraft in Fig. 8, and in

another downdraft initially in the high-ue layer of the DSL

quadrant (not shown) was 202.3 and 125.0 m, respectively.

In contrast, the vertical displacement of two midlevel

downdrafts in Ideal3 [discussed in section 3b(3)] are 1103.0

and 540.6 m (despite similar initial mean altitudes of the

parcels). The greater average vertical distance that parcels

travel when not initiated in a layer of high ue highlights how

the increased convective stability of that layer, or the re-

duced negative buoyancy of parcels, can reduce downdraft

intrusions into the inflow layer.

Since the interesting aspect of the downdraft in Fig. 8 is

the region of relatively high-ue values between 1- and 2-km

altitude which creates a ‘‘thermodynamic shield’’ against

the reduction of inflow-layer ue, its origin is explored

further. Quadrant-averaged cross sections were created

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for hour 17 on day 5.
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using the hourly output from the full 8-day simulation

(i.e., not the restart simulation). The first time this high-ue
air emerges is hour 9 on day 5 (not shown). At this time,

the high-ue air is coincident with outflow and developing

updrafts between 20- and 40-km radius at ;1.5-km alti-

tude in all quadrants except the USL. By hour 17 on day

5, a secondary eyewall feature emerges (Fig. 9). Outflow

between 1- and 2-km altitude in all quadrants connects the

low-level eye to the secondary eyewall and is character-

ized by higher ue values. Thus, the high-ue layer is a result

of outflow from the high entropy eye–eyewall region

(and not due to a lack of downdrafts in this region). By the

time of the downdrafts analyzed in this study (hour 15

on day 6), the secondary eyewall contracted to 20-km

radius (Fig. 3).

To further understand the evolution of the high-ue layer,

backward trajectories were initiated at 458 azimuth into all

quadrants between 1- and 2-km altitude and between 40-

and 90-km radius on hour 15 of day 6 and integrated

backward for 2 h (Fig. 10). After the 2-h backward inte-

gration, 404 out of 484 parcels had ue values between 345

and 355 K (compared to initially 385 out of 484 parcels)

and 436 parcels remained below 3000-m altitude (not

shown). Additionally, while some parcels move away from

this region and into the inflow layer, a majority of par-

cels maintain a consistent storm-relative radial location

(Fig. 10a; 245 parcels have a final radius within 25-km ra-

dius of their initial radius), similar values of ue (Fig. 10b),

and altitude (Fig. 10c). The difference in average parcel

radial location and ue between the initial and final time of

the integration decreases with increasing initial altitude.

Parcels initially between 1500 and 1750 m (1750 and

2000 m) have a mean radial displacement of 20.8 km

(11.1 km) and ue change of 21.68 K (20.98 K) over the 2-h

backward trajectory, indicating that many parcels in this

region are following nearly circular trajectories. With little

radial and vertical motions over the area of high ue be-

tween 1- and 2-km altitude and between 20- and 40-km

radius at this time, the thermodynamically favorable air

remains in mostly circular motion which limits the poten-

tial for any negative influences that can reduce ue values

(i.e., advection, negative turbulent fluxes, and radiative

divergence).

3) UNFAVORABLE CONVECTIVE DOWNDRAFTS AWAY

FROM EYEWALL

While the layer of high-ue air outside the eyewall in Ideal5

can prevent negative thermodynamic influences to the in-

flow layer, this layer did not appear in Ideal3 and multiple

convective downdrafts in that simulation were identi-

fied transporting low-ue air toward the boundary layer. For

example, a convective downdraft with a peak downward

vertical velocity of 4 m s21 at 1-km altitude is underneath an

updraft with a peak upward vertical velocity of 3 m s21 at 3-

km altitude (Fig. 11a). In this downdraft, the 21m s21

contour extends downward to 200-m altitude and low-ue air

(,345 K) appears in the near-surface layer. Trajectories

from 102 parcels that originate in this downdraft show that

FIG. 10. Boxplots for the 2-h backward trajectories of change

in parcel (a) radius, (b) ue, and (c) altitude for 121 parcels

initiated in each quadrant between 1- and 2-km altitude of the

Ideal5 simulation. Each panel is broken up by the initial parcel

altitude.
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most of them stayed in the downdraft for 0.1 h, with 7 parcels

descending as low as 150-m altitude (Fig. 11c). After that,

parcels underwent significant boundary layer recovery (parcels

that recovered were generally below 800m for the first 0.8 h)

with ue values increasing from ;340–344K to 352–357K over

the first hour of the trajectory (Fig. 11b). For parcels initialized

below 500m (blue lines), the average increase in ue between 0.2

and 0.4 h (average parcel altitude during that time is 300.6m) is

2.96K (14.8K h21 heating rate).

For the low-level (i.e., below 1000 m) parcels, the

boundary layer recovery is likely due to a combination of

air–sea enthalpy fluxes and turbulent mixing. The results

are consistent with previous observational studies of

Molinari et al. (2013), Zhang et al. (2017), Wadler et al.

(2018a), and Rudzin et al. (2020) and the modeling study

of Onderlinde and Nolan (2016), which all showed that the

enthalpy fluxes provide enough energy for the boundary

layer to recover from downdrafts. The recovery is signif-

icant because at;1 h into the trajectories, the parcels with

initially low-ue values near the sea surface ascended into

updrafts at 55–60-km radius and rose throughout the

second hour toward 5–6-km altitude. Because of the re-

covery, these parcels reached ue values similar to that in

eyewall updrafts (e.g., Fig. 6) and do not pose a negative

thermodynamic influence for the updraft. Note that the

parcels initiated between 1- and 2-km altitude (black and

green lines) started above the inflow layer maintained a

similar ue and altitude throughout the entire trajectory.

With the significant boundary layer recovery that occurs

for parcels near the surface, it appears that the downdrafts

with the most negative influence for eyewall updrafts are in

the midlevels (i.e., above the top of the inflow layer). One

example of a midlevel downdraft that negatively influences

an updraft is shown in Fig. 12. The peak downward vertical

velocity is at 1.9-km altitude which is underneath and 5 km

radially outward of a strong updraft greater than 8 m s21.

Interestingly, even though the 21 m s21 contour extends

downward to 600-m altitude, the low-ue air from the mid-

troposphere does not reach the near-surface layer (the

contours of ue are relatively flat below 800 m).

This midlevel downdraft is in a deep inflow layer, and

forward trajectories from 122 parcels initialized in the

downdraft indicate that parcels travel radially inward to-

ward the updraft (77 parcels enter the updraft by 0.1 h). By

0.3 h, parcels ascend upward to 5-km altitude, but then

generally descend back toward 3 km. While there is an

initial increase in ue for parcels initialized below 1500 m

before their ascent at 0.1 h, the maximum increase of ue is

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but for 102 parcel trajectories integrated over 2 h that were initially in a low-level downdraft

in Ideal3. The color of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: h0 # 500m; red: 500, h0 # 1000m; green:

1000 , h0 # 1500m; and black: h0 . 1500m.
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3.5 K because of the low amount of time the parcels were

below 1 km. With the short time for recovery and the larger

distance from the sea surface compared to parcels initiated

in the low-level downdraft in Fig. 11, the mean ue for parcels

that are embedded in the updraft at 0.2 h is 346.1 K. This is a

significant reduction in ue for the updraft, as the mean ue for

all grid points with upward vertical velocities greater than

4 m s21 in Fig. 12a is 354.3 K. This downdraft has a more

significant decrease in ue compared to the downdraft iden-

tified in the eyewall region [section 3b(1)]. In that case the

mean ue for parcels that originated in the downdraft and

then entered eyewall updrafts (Fig. 6) was 349.5 K as

compared to initial 354.7-K eyewall updraft values (mean

5.2-K deficit) for all grid points with upward vertical ve-

locities greater than 4 m s21.

To emphasize the unfavorable nature of the downdraft

further, the minimum of ue within the midlevel downdraft is

subjectively tracked forward at 2-km altitude in time using

the 2 min outputs (Fig. 13). Six minutes after parcels were

initiated (0.10 h), the low-ue air from the downdraft trav-

eled into the inflow layer and began to enter the radially

inward updraft (arrow in Fig. 13a). This is coincident with

the time many parcels entered the updraft (Fig. 12c). By

14 min (0.23 h) after parcels were initiated, low-ue air has

traveled to 4-km altitude, near the peak of updraft

vertical velocities. Subsequently, this updraft core weakens

significantly (not shown) and the parcels start descending

(Fig. 12c).

While the thermodynamic impact of downdrafts is

maximized near the top of the inflow layer because surface

enthalpy fluxes cannot contribute as much to recovery of

ue, some downdrafts are too far away from an updraft to

have a negative influence. Figure 14 shows a midlevel

downdraft with a peak downward vertical velocity of

4 m s21 at ;2.2-km altitude, near the midtropospheric

minimum of ue (Fig. 14a). The downdraft is underneath a

strong updraft with a peak vertical velocity maximized

above 6-km altitude. Trajectories from 108 parcels that

originate in the downdraft show general descent for the

first 0.2 h (Fig. 14c). By 0.4 h, 86 parcels remain near

1.0-km altitude, with the lowest parcel descending to

650 m. From 0.4 to 2 h, all parcels maintain a relatively

constant altitude. While there was some recovery (Fig. 14b),

especially for the parcels with an original ue below 340K, none

of the parcels obtained a ue value above 352.5K, and the av-

erage increase in ue over the first hour for all parcels is only

2.51K. While this air would certainly lead to a reduction of ue
values in updrafts, no parcels descended low enough to enter

the inflow layer (the average change in radius for parcels is

5.56 km over the first hour) and, unlike the downdraft in Fig. 12

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 5, but for 122 parcel trajectories integrated over 2 h that were initially in a midlevel downdraft

in Ideal3. The color of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: 500# h0# 1000m; red: 1000, h0# 1500m;

green: 1500 , h0 # 2000m; and black: h0 . 2000m.
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that was 5 km radially outward of an updraft and in a deep

inflow layer, the downdraft here was too far from the strong

updraft near 75-km radius (15 km radially inward of down-

draft) to have an effect. Over the 2-h integration, no parcels

that originated in this downdraft entered the updraft at 75-km

radius. However, as a result of insufficient recovery, it is possible

that the parcels’ relatively low-ue values made it less likely for

updrafts to initiate and strengthen during the 2-h integration.

Trajectories initially in the annulus confirm that the most

unfavorable location of low-ue air is near the top of the inflow

layer and slightly radially outward of updrafts. Of the 9095

trajectories that entered downdrafts, 914 entered an updraft

(defined as 5 continuous minutes of the parcel experiencing

greater than 1m s21 of upwardmotion) within 1 h of leaving the

downdraft. Compared to ue values of the strongest updraft

originally within 15km radial distance of the downdraft (at the

time parcels entered the downdraft), the mean ue deficit of these

parcels as they enter the updraft is 5.9K. The ue deficit is related

to both the altitude of the downdraft parcels as they entered an

updraft (Fig. 15a) and the downdraft’s relative radial location to

the updraft (Fig. 15b). The median ue deficit increases (parcel

has a more negative effect) with increasing altitude of parcels as

they enter the updraft, while it decreaseswith increasing original

radial distance between the downdraft and the updraft. Both

results indicate that the negative thermodynamic effects of

downdrafts are maximized above 1500-m altitude and when the

ue values have little time to recover before entering the updraft.

4) NONCONVECTIVE DOWNDRAFTS

While the focus of this study is on convective downdrafts, they

take up a relatively small area of the storm.Nonconvective (e.g.,

broad subsidence) downdrafts near the boundary layer were

also noticed, particularly in the broad area of low-ue air at 50-m

altitude in theUSL andUSR quadrants of the Ideal3 simulation

(Fig. 4a). Unsurprisingly, the boundary layer below 1-km

altitude and between 100- and 150-km radius has signifi-

cantly lower-ue air than air closer to the inner core (340–345 vs

350–355K). With the broad distribution of low entropy air in

the boundary layer, it only takes a relatively weak downdraft to

transport the air to 50-m altitude or below. Cross sections in

this region reveal that the presence of convection is limited and

that boundary layer rolls are likely the catalyst for transporting

low-ue air to 50m (not shown).

Boundary layer rolls in TCs have been observed and simu-

lated in regions away from deep convection (e.g., Wurman and

Winslow 1998; Katsaros et al. 2000;Morrison et al. 2005; Foster

2005; Nolan 2005; Zhang et al. 2008; Lorsolo et al. 2008). An

example of a boundary layer roll, alternating upward and

downward motion with a wavelength of about 6 km that is

mostly aligned with the wind field, is shown in Fig. 16.

Trajectories from 64 parcels that originate in the downdraft part

of the roll show two distinct horizontal solutions (Fig. 16d): one

entrained in inflow and one closer to rotational motion (those

above the inflow layer). By the end of the second hour, the

parcels that are in the inflow layer (blue lines) enter the DSR

quadrant, remain below 1500m, and have a range of ue values

between 346 and 354K. The slow increase of ue leads to parcels

having comparable values to the background air in the DSR

quadrant (quadrant-averaged ue values are between 348 and

351K at altitudes between 500 and 1500m in Fig. 2d).While it is

possible that entrainment and detrainment of air from parcels

that originate in the rolls can influence the background ue values

in this region, it is likely that the boundary layer rolls are suffi-

ciently far away from the inner core such that air in the inflow

layer associated with them can recover from the air–sea fluxes

and poses no significant negative thermodynamic impact to the

eyewall region.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study used idealizedTC simulations of category-3 (Ideal3)

and category-5 (Ideal5) intensity to study the thermodynamic

FIG. 13. Radial cross sections from forward tracking for (a) 6 and

(b) 14min, the midlevel downdraft in Ideal3. In both panels, the

arrow indicates how low-ue air enters the updraft. In both panels,

the contour interval is 3 K for ue (shaded), 5m s21 for radial wind

(gray, dashed 5 inflow and solid 5 outflow), and 1m s21 for ver-

tical velocity (black, dashed 5 downward motion and solid 5 up-

ward motion). Note that there is no zero contour for radial wind

and vertical velocity.
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variability of downdrafts in TCs in relation to intensity, storm

structure, and storm-relative location. While many studies have

focused on the role of downdrafts in modulating TC intensity, to

the authors’ knowledge this is the first numerical study that di-

agnoses how downdraft characteristics are related to their influ-

ence on the boundary layer and nearby updrafts. Our significant

findings are summarized in Fig. 17. In Ideal5 (Fig. 17a), well-

organized eyewall updrafts transported high-ue air (.365K) up-

ward. The high-ue air was associated with low-level outflow from

inside the eye and eye–eyewall mixing; downdrafts underneath

the eyewall in this region (downdraft 1 in Fig. 17a) pose no

negative thermodynamic influence to the boundary layer. Note

that thismoist-eyewall downdraft is similar to that identified using

observations of Hurricane Earl (2010) in Wadler et al. (2018a)

and is not the same as the quasi-stationary convective downdrafts

in rainbands discussed by Riemer et al. (2010).

The layer of strong outflow between 1- and 2-km altitude

extends to ;40 km radially outward from the eyewall, and was

associated with higher ue values (;355K) than typical for that

radial range and altitude. The higher ue values initially appeared

with the formation of a secondary eyewall feature 22 h before

the analysis time and remained in place despite only the inter-

mittent presence of outflow. Forward trajectories from con-

vective downdrafts in this region (downdraft 2 in Fig. 17a) show

that the favorably high-ue values (i.e., the amount of boundary

layer recovery needed from downdrafts in this region is re-

duced) and associated convective stability in the outflow layer

(i.e., increased stability reduces downward intrusions into the

inflow layer) create a thermodynamic shield such that down-

drafts have no negative thermodynamic impact to the boundary

layer and eyewall updrafts. Some parcels descended to the in-

flow layer where their ue values increased from 353–355K to

358–365K as they spiraled inwards toward the eyewall. Parcels

that stayed above the inflow layer traveled in nearly circular

motion, maintained ue values between 350 and 355K, and gen-

erally stayed below 2500-m altitude. The presence of a high-ue
air above the inflow layer in Ideal5, which is also discussed in

previous observational studies (e.g., Barnes 2008; Wadler et al.

2021), highlights the importance of storm structure in deter-

mining the thermodynamic effect of downdrafts. However, it

remains unknown the exact mechanisms which lead to the for-

mation of the high ue above the boundary layer in the TC and

why this layer formed in Ideal5, but not in Ideal3. This will be a

topic of future work.

For the convective downdrafts in Ideal3 (Fig. 17b), the radial

location and altitude of a downdraft, relative to any nearby

updrafts, is important for determining its effect on the boundary

layer entropy and updraft thermal structure. A downdraft un-

derneath the eyewall transported low-ue air to 400-m altitude

(downdraft 1 in Fig. 17b). Since the low-ue air was below 500m

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 5, but for 108 parcel trajectories integrated over 2 h that were initially in a midlevel downdraft

in Ideal3. The color of parcels is based on initial altitude (h0) with blue: 1000 # h0 # 1500m; red: 1500 , h0 #

2000m; green: 2000 , h0 # 3000m; and black: h0 . 3000m.
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(approximate base of eyewall updrafts), the air moved radially

inward below the eyewall and some recovery occurred near the

eye. Parcels did not enter the eyewall until ;1.2 h into the tra-

jectory integration, but still had a mean 5.2-K ue deficit com-

pared to initial eyewall values. This partial recovery of ue in

downdrafts parcels is further supported by trajectory analyses of

thousands of parcels evenly distributed in an annulus around the

storm. Parcels from the annulus that entered a downdraft and

traveled underneath and radially inward of the eyewall gener-

ally increased their ue values (89% of them) 1 h after they en-

tered the downdraft, but still had a mean 2.0-K ue deficit

compared to initial eyewall values.

The downdrafts that lead to the most negative thermody-

namic impact to updrafts are those that transport low-ue air

from the midlevels to the top of the inflow layer (;1–1.5-km

altitude) and just radially outward (;5 km) of the updraft core

(downdraft 2 in Fig. 17b). The low-ue air at the top of the inflow

layer can quickly travel to and enter the base of an updraft

without undergoingmuch recovery. For the downdraft with the

most negative influence to an updraft, the low-ue air entered

the updraft with a mean ue deficit of 8.2K compared to initial

updraft values, less than 5min after being transported down-

ward. In contrast, a second midlevel downdraft was also ana-

lyzed transporting low ue from the midtroposphere downward

(downdraft 4 in Fig. 17b), but unlike the previously discussed

downdraft that appears to weaken the TC intensity, this con-

vective downdraft was directly underneath the base of an up-

draft without significant radial tilt (and 15 km from the nearest

radially inward updraft). Parcels from this downdraft entered

the top of the inflow layer (traveling inward away from the

updraft), experienced small recovery (average ue increase of

2.5K over the first hour), but did not enter an updraft within

the 2-h trajectory integration (though the low-ue values could

have prevented future updrafts from forming).

The parcels initiated in the annulus that entered a down-

draft followed by entering an updraft (within 1 h of leaving

the downdraft) support this result. The median ue deficit

(reduction of updraft ue value by the parcel) was largest for

parcels that entered the updraft above 1500m and was lowest

for parcels that entered the updraft below 500m. The median

ue deficit was also maximized when parcels entered the up-

draft within 5-km radial distance. The ue deficit was reduced

when the radial distance was between 5 and 10 km. Together,

the results signify that for a downdraft to negatively influence

an updraft, it cannot be directly underneath the updraft

(unfavorable air will travel radially inward away from the

updraft) or greater than ;10 km radially outward from the

updraft (air will take too long to reach updraft and will likely

experience significant recovery in the inflow layer). The im-

portance of the relative radial location between the down-

draft and updraft implies that the radial tilt of the updraft

plays a role in determining if the updraft will be influenced by

low-ue downdrafts.

Another interesting result from Ideal3 is thatmost convective

downdrafts transported air to the top of the inflow layer (;500-

m–1-km altitude), where parcels could not recover via the air–

sea enthalpy fluxes. From all the cross sections analyzed in this

study, only convective downdrafts with its fastest downward

vertical velocity in the lowest 1 km brought low-ue air to the

near-surface layer (e.g., downdraft 3 in Fig. 17b). While low ue
near the sea surface initially appearedmost unfavorable, in both

simulations parcels near 300-m altitude outside of the eyewall

experienced heating rates of 12–15Kh21 due to the air–sea

enthalpy fluxes and turbulent mixing with high-entropy air near

the sea surface.

With boundary layer recovery a recurring theme for

parcels that enter the inflow layer, the ue values at 1 h into

the trajectories were strongly dependent on the minimum

altitude they attained (Fig. 18). In Ideal3, both for parcels

initiated directly in downdrafts (Fig. 18a) and for those

initiated in the annulus (Fig. 18c), the correlation (r) be-

tween minimum parcel altitude and ue at 1 h into trajecto-

ries for parcels initiated in downdrafts is 20.72 (parcels

FIG. 15. Boxplots of updraft ue deficit (initial updraft ue values2 ue
of parcels entering updrafts) for the parcels initiated in the annulus

that entered downdrafts and subsequently entered an updraft. The

ue deficit is relative to (a) altitude of parcels as they enter updraft

and (b) initial radial distance between the parcel (as it enters the

downdraft) and the closest updraft.
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from Ideal5 are not included since they create a separate

data cluster which creates a misleadingly high correlation

coefficient). Additionally, parcels that descended below

500 m always achieved ue greater than 348 K, while parcels

that did not descend below 2000-m altitude never achieved

ue greater than 348 K. The correlation for parcels initiated

in the annulus is 20.66 for those that descended below

1500 m (Fig. 18c). This cannot be explained by the parcel’s

initial location as the initial ue of parcels is only weakly

correlated to their initial altitude (r 5 20.25 in Fig. 18b;

r 520.15; Fig. 18d). Instead, this correlation indicates that

the air–sea enthalpy fluxes and turbulent mixing with the

higher-ue air in the boundary layer are the primary controls

for the thermodynamic evolution of air parcels originally

embedded in downdrafts. Despite their possibly very low

initial ue values, parcels are able to sufficiently recover over

the first hour of the trajectories toward more typical ue
values for that altitude. Note that there is very weak cor-

relation for parcels above 1500m, signifying that the air–sea

interactions do not influence the recovery process above this

altitude. No significant correlations were found between the ue
value of parcels with their initial or final radius.

Last, in Ideal3, there was a ring of low-ue air (;345 K) at

50-m altitude between 150- and 200-km radius that was

associated with generally unfavorable boundary layer air far

away from the storm. This air was brought to the near-surface

layer by boundary layer rolls (convective downdrafts are

sparse this far away from storm center). While this air ini-

tially looks unfavorable, parcel trajectories show that the air

is sufficiently far away from the eyewall such that, as it spirals

inwards, the air is able to sufficiently recover via the air sea

enthalpy fluxes.

Overall, this study documents that the impact of downdrafts

on boundary layer thermodynamics depends on the back-

ground ue distribution that is affected by storm strength and

vortex structure. In the absence of the downdraft occurring in a

region of favorably high-ue values, the ue deficit is controlled by

the minimum height of the downdraft (greatest deficit near the

top of the inflow layer) and the radial location of the downdraft

relative to the updraft (greatest deficit within 5-km radial dis-

tance). This numerical study builds upon the recent observa-

tional case studies of Zawislak et al. (2016), Nguyen et al.

(2017), and Wadler et al. (2018a) that studied the thermody-

namic impact of downdrafts on TC structure and intensity, and

the numerical study by Alland et al. (2021a) which studied the

pathways for which downdraft ventilation can weaken a TC.

What remains unclear is the exact mechanism by which each

downdraft influences TC intensity (or if they do at all). With

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 5, but for 64 parcel trajectories integrated over 2 h that were initially in a boundary layer roll

in Ideal3. Note that the color scale in (a) is different from all the previous figures. The color of parcels is based

on initial altitude (h0) with blue: 200 # h0 # 500 m; red: 500, h0 # 1250 m; green: 1250 , h0 # 1500 m; and

black: h0 . 1500m.
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hundreds of distinct downdrafts at any given time, it is difficult

to discern how any individual cell influences the storm inten-

sity. However, with distinct characteristics of each downdraft

determining their effects, future studies can analyze whether

certain storm and environmental characteristics change the

relative distribution of favorable and unfavorable downdrafts.

With downdrafts that transport low-ue air to the top of the

inflow layer (;1–1.5-km altitude) documented as the most

thermodynamically unfavorable for the boundary layer and

nearby updrafts, future work should investigate which

downdraft signatures lead to changes in the radial gradient

of ue in the eyewall region, which is a factor in potential

intensity theory (Emanuel 1988). Additionally, since the

focus of this study is on relatively strong TCs in moderate

wind shear regimes (5 m s21 in Ideal5 and 10 m s21 in

Ideal3), future work should also study the effects of down-

drafts in weaker TCs embedded in stronger environmental

wind shear. The weaker TCs often have less organized

circulations and the higher wind shear values can lead a

greater vortex tilt and potentially a different spatial distri-

bution of downdrafts (as alluded to in Riemer et al. 2010),

which may modify the thermodynamic effects of individual

downdrafts. Last, more work is needed to understand how

downdrafts influence the radial and azimuthal distribution

of convection, which have both been linked to TC intensity

changes (e.g., Kelley et al. 2004; Hendricks et al. 2004; Braun

et al. 2006;Montgomery et al. 2006; Reasor et al. 2009;Guimond

et al. 2010; Rogers et al. 2013b, 2015, 2016; Stevenson et al. 2014;

Wadler et al. 2018b). This can be performed with numerical

simulations that have realistic environmental conditions to ac-

count for moisture gradients that can drastically change down-

draft characteristics. Nevertheless, the results from this study

emphasize that there are significant variations in downdraft

characteristics and their influence on the boundary layer which

must be taken into consideration when evaluating how down-

drafts influence storm intensity.

FIG. 17. Radius–height cross-section summary schematic of the thermodynamic impact that

downdrafts have in (a) Ideal5 and (b) Ideal3. In both panels updrafts are indicated by clouds,

downdrafts are indicated by dashed down arrows in a light blue circle, and parcel trajectory

locations are indicated by dashed arrows in dark blue circles. The downdrafts are numbered for

reference in the text. The midtropospheric minimum in ue is indicated in light blue and the high

ue in the eye and low-level outflow in (a) is indicated in red.
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